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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper, we propose a subjective evaluation criterion which is a guide for selecting affective features and modeling 
highlights. Firstly, the database of highlights ground truth is established, and both the randomness of the data set and the 
preparation of the subjects are considered. Secondly, commonly used affective features including visual, audio and 
editing features are extracted to express the highlights. Thirdly, subjective evaluation criterion is proposed based on the 
analysis of the average error method and pairwise comparisons method, especially the rationality of this criterion in our 
specific application is explained clearly according to the three detailed issues. Finally, evaluation experiments are 
designed on tennis and table tennis as examples. Based on the experiments, we prove that previous works on affective 
features and linear model highlights are effective. Furthermore, 82.0% (79.3%) affective accuracy is obtained fully 
automatically by computer which is a marvelous highlights ranking result. This result shows the subjective evaluation 
criterion is well designed for selecting affective features and modeling highlights. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Sports video is one of the most popular video programs all around the world. Nowadays, an increasing amount of 
digitized sports video is produced day by day. More and more people access sports video using TV set-top box, PC, 
PDA, or even mobile phone. It is important to extract the valuable content in a sports video for saving both the user’s 
time and downloading costs. Therefore sports video analysis using highlights detection for content summarization has 
been a hot research topic in recent years. 
 
In the past years, lots of work has been done on highlights detection in sports video. The proposed methodologies are 
usually classified into two categories, that is, precise event oriented [1,2,3] and coarse exciting degree oriented [4,5]. For 
the former, highlights are defined as fixed exciting events such as “home run” events in baseball [1], “score” events in 
tennis [2] and “goal” events in soccer [3], which are evaluated by the precision and recall. However, there is a scarcity of 
exciting degree of each event. Sometimes it is even not easy to decide whether one type of events is more exciting than 
the other. For the latter, highlight is modeled as an exciting degree curve. Hanjalic [4] obtains the excitement time curve 
by linearly combining three excitement components which are motion activity, density of cuts and sound energy. Xiong 
et al. [5] forms the plot of averaged relative entropy curve by probabilistic fusing audio and motion. Then, highlights are 
times when there is a local maximum in the exciting degree curve. And researchers usually evaluate the experimental 
results by observing the local maxima of the exciting degree curve to see whether it is an exciting event or not. The 
advantage of the latter is its generality. It mimics the changes in user’s excitement by the content of the video such as 
domain-independent audio/visual properties and the editing scheme of the video rather than modeling domain-specific 
events. However, there is no criterion yet that is able to tell how much extent the highlights reflect human perception and 
can guide for the excitement components (affective features) selecting and exciting degree (highlights) modeling so far. 
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In this paper, we propose a subjective evaluation criterion, which can be used both in event oriented and exciting degree 
oriented highlights detection systems. Because any highlights calculated by computer is compared with that marked by 
human, we can know how much extent the highlights reflect human perception. In order to make the subjective 
evaluation criterion work, the first thing is to establish the database of highlights ground truth. A psychophysical 
experiment is designed, and both the randomness of the data set and the preparation of the subjects are guaranteed to 
make it be the ground truth. Secondly, affective features are needed to express the highlights, so commonly used 
affective features including visual, audio and editing features are extracted. Thirdly, subjective evaluation criterion is 
proposed based on the analysis of the average error method and pairwise comparisons method which are designed in [6] 
for the measurement of the intensity of motion activity. Finally, based on the subjective evaluation criterion, we use a 
forward search algorithm [7] to select the affective features and nonlinear as well as linear regression to model highlights 
for further insight. In the following, we will provide a detail description of the process by taking tennis and table tennis 
as examples. 
 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, ground truth of the highlights is reasonably built under certain 
principles. In section 3, we select several commonly used affective features to express the highlights. In section 4, a 
subjective evaluation criterion is proposed. Evaluation experiments are designed in section 5 to conclude that these 
affective features are correlative, and effective combination of them can be obtained and the highlights model is 
approximately linear. Section 6 concludes the paper. 
 

2. THE GROUND TRUTH FOR HIGHLIGHTS 
 
In order to evaluate the highlights, there must be the ground truth for it. Since highlight is a subjective concept, a 
psychophysical experiment is designed, and both the randomness of the data set and the preparation of the subjects are 
guaranteed. 
 
2.1 Selection of the data set 
 
The randomness of the data set is an important factor in statistical analysis of experiments in order to guarantee the 
universal of the data set.  Experimental data are composed of 4 different broadcast tennis video of French Open 2005 
and 4 different broadcast table tennis video of Athens Olympic 2004. Event is defined as the rally scene in tennis and 
table tennis video. Since various kinds of events happen randomly in continuous match, the events in each video are 
totally extracted to guarantee the universality of the data set. The details of each video are listed in Table 1 and Table 2.  
 

Table 1: Tennis videos 
video e f g h 

whole duration 29:27 26:53 9:40 26:32 
total event 83 79 30 98 

 
Table 2: Table tennis videos 

video E F G H 
whole duration 27:40 33:57 11:08 34:46 

total event 82 61 21 70 
 
2.2 Preparation of the subjects 
 
If the exciting degree to each event is only set by one person, it will limit the reliability of the statistical results, so six 
subjects are asked to give the exciting degree to each event. The six subjects are naïve to the purpose of the experiment 
and the only thing they know and should do is to provide value to each event between 0 and 1 according to its exciting 
degree. The subjects themselves are free to present exact definition and scale of the highlights. It will not arise confusion, 
since people are good at comparison, especially in a continuous match, and they are able to automatically adjust the 
exciting degree value to a reasonable state according to the total video. Then the ground truth is defined as the mean of 
the subjects for each event. Table 3 and Table 4 show the average deviation of each subject on tennis and table tennis 
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video, respectively. It can be seen that the mean of the subjects’ deviation is 0.21 and 0.22, which are the guideline in the 
latter evaluation experiments. 
 

Table 3: Each subject’s deviation on tennis video 
Subject number 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average 
Average deviation 
of each event 

0.23 0.24 0.17 0.20 0.20 0.21 0.21 

 
Table 4: Each subject’s deviation on table tennis video 

Subject number 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average 
Average deviation 
of each event 

0.25 0.21 0.22 0.24 0.19 0.21 0.22 

 
3. HIGHLIGHTS DESCRIPTION BY AFFECTIVE FEATURES  

 
Hanjalic et al. [8] define the affective content of video as the intensity and type of feeling or emotion which is contained 
in video and expected to arise in users while watching that video. The affective content of a video does not necessarily 
correspond to affective response of a particular user to this content, so it is difficulty to arrange large number of the 
audience to watch the video and record or measure the affect. Alternatively, researchers [4,5,8] usually use the response 
of audience and commentator in the video instead because there exist abundant audience and professional commentator 
in sports match. In addition, both the visual [4,5,8,9] characteristic in event itself and editing [4,8] characteristic by editor 
are adapted. These features used in the above articles that can describe the affective content of a video to a large extent 
are also defined as affective features here. 
 
Therefore, the above affective features can be coarsely classified into three categories, that is, visual, audio and editing 
features. Firstly, in [4,5,8,9], the commonly used affective visual feature is motion. It captures the pace of action [5] and 
shows a significant impact on individual affective response [8]. Generally speaking, MPEG-7 intensity of motion activity 
descriptor [5,9] and average magnitude of all motion vectors [4] are adopted. These two motion activity descriptors as 
well as seven others are evaluated in [6], and the results show that MPEG-7 motion vector is one of the best performing 
descriptors and better than the average of motion vectors. Secondly, the commonly used affective audio features are 
cheers and pitch-related features [4,5,8], which are considered as having strong relationship to the affective content of the 
video. For example, in sports video, cheer occurrence of the audience and the pitch improvement of the commentator 
imply highlights scenes. The longer duration and higher average energy of cheer, as well as the longer duration and 
higher average pitch of excited speech are, the more exciting the event is. Finally, the commonly used affective editing 
feature is the variation of shot length [4,8], and the duration of event is used instead where the event in racquet sports 
video is usually one shot in our specified application. 
 
By these observations, we extract a total of six affective features on each event for highlights ranking. They are 

 a. MPEG-7 motion vector average 
 b. cheer duration 
 c. cheer average energy 
 d. excited speech duration 
 e. excited speech average pitch 
 f. event duration 

 
4. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION CRITERION 

 
It is believed that good evaluation criterion is a guide for the right development direction of the work. Here, the 
subjective evaluation criterion is proposed for selecting affective features and modeling highlights. 
 
4.1 Issues of subjective evaluation 
 
In order to compare the subjective (Human) value and the measured (Computer) value, the generic method is to gain the 
average error. The smaller the average error is, the better the measured one can describe the subjective perception. Most 
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recently, Peker et al. [6] propose a novel pairwise comparison method to have a more detailed analysis on individual 
clips. They conclude that pairwise comparison idea roots in the following issues: 

1. The fact that the subjective scale of activity varies from subject to subject. 
 2. The issue of selecting a single activity value when the subjects do not agree. 
 3. The issue of comparing the continuous descriptors to the discrete 6 level ground truth. 
Still, Peker et al. [6] refer to that the conclusion of the pairwise comparison is in accordance with that of the average 
error method. Besides, it is not feasible to quantitatively observe the effect of each affective feature and highlights model 
on individual event, so the subjective evaluation criterion that improves the average error method is proposed in our 
paper and its ability and rationality to solve the three issues in our specific application are explained as following: 
 
Let us see the example in [6] that subject A and B evaluate the video clip i as having activity level 2 and 4, respectively. 
If they evaluate clip j as activity level 3 and 5, respectively, the above three issues contained in the example are round by 
defining the “greater than” relationship in pairwise comparison method, so is our subjective evaluation criterion. In fact, 
we do not need to pay much attention to the first and second issues, since as mentioned in [6] human are much more in 
comparing two stimuli at hand than assessing the absolute intensity of stimuli. The other aspect of the sentence is that 
human consciously use the comparison in the process of specifying an absolute value which makes them satisfying the 
results of the comparison, so the difference of individual in specifying the absolute value will not change the relationship 
between the clips and even selecting the mean of the absolute value as the ground truth will still maintain the 
relationship. That is to say, since human are good at comparison, subjects specifying an absolute value according to their 
own criteria and we selecting the mean of the absolute value as the ground truth in average error method will not be a 
problem again. Finally, the third issue is solved by introducing the highlight rank 'R  into the average error method. 
Instead of using fixed six levels in [6], there are no fixed levels beforehand in our application, since it is hard to setup it. 
Subjects are left free to give value to each event between 0 and 1 according to its exciting degree. The highlight rank 

'R  is automatically decided in optimal quantization process and used in latter evaluation equation. The 'R can reduce 
gap between the continuous absolute value and the discrete relative level. In a word, the improved average error method 
which is named as subjective evaluation criterion here can solve the three issues. 
 
4.2 Details of subjective evaluation criterion 
 
Firstly, we define the highlights rank of each event as an integer r which is between 0 and 'R . Especially, the 
highlight rank 'R is automatically decided in optimal quantization process in order to minimize the error between the 
continuous absolute value and the discrete relative level. Suppose that the segmented events number is M , the mean 
continuous absolute value of event m  is mH   in terms of their subjective perception, and its corresponding discrete 

relative level of event m  is )(rH m . The 'R  which minimizes err is the optimal solution. The formulation is as 
follow: 

                         ( ) , / ( 1) /m mH r r ifr R H r R= ≤ < +                                   (1) 

                            ( )
M

1
R m m

m
err H r H R

=

= − ∗∑                               (2) 

                               ' arg min( )R RR err=                                            (3) 

where 0 r<R≤ . As long as 'R  is obtained, the continuous absolute value can be converted to the discrete relative 
level with the lowest quantization error. 
 
Suppose that the test video contains M' events and the regression value is mC , and ( )mC r is the corresponding 

discrete relative level after quantization process with the 'R . Then, based on the ground truth )(rH m and the highlight 

rank 'R , we can evaluate the highlights ranking result )(rCm  by computer as 
' '

' '

0 0

' ( ) ( )1 1Affective accuracy 1 ( ) C ( )
' ' '

M M
m m

m m
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M R M= =
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where )(C)( '' rrH mm −  represents the relative bias between highlights ranked by human and computer, so the 

change of 'R  which is selected according to optimal quantization principle will not affect the accuracy. The 
difference of 1% in accuracy means a difference of 1% in relative bias. If the accuracy is 80%, there is 20% difference 
between human rank and computer rank relatively. Evaluation criterion (4) shows that the accuracy is obtained by 
averaging the human-computer rank bias. So the more effective features and reasonable highlights model are, the higher 
the affective accuracy is. 
 

5. EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS DESIGN 
 
In general, the signal system in real world is often non-linear, so is the human perception system. Then we wonder 
whether the linear highlights model is simple and effective. So we use a nonlinear model (SVM regression) to see 
whether the affective features and the highlights exciting degree are approximately linear. The first reason we adopt 
SVM regression to rank the events is that it has the advantages of kernel-based learning method, such as requiring 
fewer training samples and having better generalization ability. The second reason is that SVM regression provides 
superior robustness and prediction accuracy for sparse and nonlinear data distribution [10,11]. In our application, the 
ground truth is sparse because of the subjectivity of different person. 
 
5.1 Selecting affective feature 
 
Based on the proposed evaluation criterion (4), we use a forward search algorithm [7] to evaluate the affective features. 
And the SVM cross validation is performed with three sets of randomly selected data to avoid the circular problem of 
training and testing on the same set. Kernel function for SVM is RBF (Radial Basis Function) with parameter 
gamma=1/dim. The value of 'R  in function (3) is 10 based on the data set. 
 
Figure 1 shows the accuracy on different feature number. As shown in Figure 1, the differences of minimum and 
maximum are 4% in tennis and 3% in table tennis, respectively. There is no much change in affective accuracy with the 
addition of one more affective feature. It means that these affective features are quite correlated. As shown in Figure 2, it 
makes out the relativity again since one feature alone is able to reflect the exciting degree to large extent and its ability 
has no much difference. Furthermore, It can be seen that feature d is the domain feature both in Figure 1 and Figure 2, 
but the combination of a, b, d and f gets maximum affective accuracy in Figure 1. So we can conclude that the 
combination of affective features of a, b, d and f is reasonable. 
 
Based on this experiment, we can have the conclusions as follows 

Conclusion 1: The commonly used affective features are correlated; 
Conclusion 2: The combination of a, b, d and f is effective; 

 
        (a:tennis)                               (b: table tennis)  

Figure 1: The affective feature selection process 
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        (a:tennis)                                (b: table tennis) 

Figure 2: Single affective feature 

 
5.2 Modeling highlights 
 
With the affective features a, b, d and f fed into the regression model, the comparison results of nonlinear and linear 
regression are listed in Table 3 and Table 4. It can be seen that there is nearly no improvement by using nonlinear 
regression (SVM regression), so the past work using the linear highlights model is reasonable, which means that it is 
simple and effective. It also can be seen that the affective accuracy reaches around 80.0% in terms of the ground truth 
and evaluation criteria. We must make it clear that 82.0% (79.3%) affective accuracy is a marvelous highlights ranking 
result since the result is obtained fully automatically by computer and the bias is mainly caused by subjects considering 
the average deviation of each event in Table 3 and Table 4. This result shows that the determined affective features can 
reflect human perception to a large extent. Furthermore, it shows that in some special conditions computer can learn 
from human perception for automatic video content understanding. And these advancements owe to the reasonable 
design of the subjective evaluation criterion. 
 
Based on this experiment, we can have the conclusions as follows 

 Conclusion 3: The highlights model is approximately linear; 
 

Table 4: Tennis videos 
Affective accuracy (%) Train data Test data 

SVM regression Linear regression 
e f,g,h 83.3 81.8 
h e,f,g 82.5 83.4 

e,f g,h 79.5 79.0 
g,h e,f 84.2 83.7 

average 82.4 82.0 

 

Table 5: Table tennis video 

Affective accuracy (%) Train data Test data 
SVM regression Linear regression 

E F,G,H 79.3 77.9 
H E,F,G 78.9 77.0 

E,F G,H 85.2 83.1 
G,H E,F 80.6 79.0 

average 81.0 79.3 
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5.3 Observing highlights ranking results and its application 
 
Based on the selected affective features and linear regression, ranked highlights can be obtained. Figure 3 illustrates the 
r=0(top) and r=1(bottom) summarization result by highlights ranking. It can be observed that both “game point” and 
“match point” are either in first rank or second rank. It means that both the affective features and highlights models are 
effective. Furthermore, the subjective evaluation criterion is reasonable. As long as highlights are ranked, users can 
choose to observe the most exciting parts by browsing these scenes. If they want to obtain more exciting video content, 
they can observe the video content by selecting rank 2, rank 3, and so on, so flexible summarization can be easily gained 
by selecting the highlights rank or specifying its duration.  
 

 
Figure 3: The r=0(top) and r=1(bottom) summarization of table tennis E 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Our proposed subjective evaluation criterion is a guide for highlights detecting and ranking. Each procedure is designed 
carefully and carried on elaborately. We show the combination of MPEG-7 motion vector average, cheer duration, 
excited speech duration and event duration is effective, and the highlights model is approximately linear. These 
conclusions prove that previous works on affective features and linear highlights model are effective. Furthermore, 
82.0% (79.3%) affective accuracy is obtained fully automatically by computer which is a marvelous highlights ranking 
result. This result shows the subjective evaluation criterion is actually well designed for selecting affective features and 
modeling highlights. 
 
Although the experiments have only been carried on the tennis and table tennis, it is believed that the subjective 
evaluation criterion is the same with other sports, so are the affective features and linear highlights model. 
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